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FOREWORD
There are high expectations for the Paris Conference of the Parties (COP) of the United Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to be an important milestone in global efforts to combat
climate change. Such efforts encompass a wide range of measures and actions at all levels. Chief
among them is the large scale diffusion of climate technologies.
For this reason, enhancing technology development and transfer has been a key objective of the
UNFCCC since its inception. In 2010, Parties to the UNFCCC established the Technology Mechanism (TM)
with the aim to enhance action on technology development and transfer in support of climate change
mitigation and adaptation. The TM has two components: a policy arm, the Technology Executive
Committee (TEC), and an implementing institution, the Climate Technology Centre and Network
(CTCN). Both bodies are now up and running. At the same time, technology continues to feature
in negotiations leading to the Paris conference as it figures in country submissions and in Intended
Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs).
In this context, we thought it was timely to reflect on the TM’s experiece in its short period of existence,
on the challenges facing it and on how to further strengthen the climate technology development and
transfer arrangements for an agreement that might emerge from the Paris Conference. We entrusted
this task to two well known scholars - Heleen de Coninck and Ambuj Sagar - who both have been closely
involved in international policy dicussions on climate technology collaboration in recent years.
Their paper Technology in the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement and beyond, presents an incisive and
sober analysis of the challenges and difficulties facing international action to enhance the diffusion of
climate technologies, particularly in the UNFCCC/TM context but also beyond it. The paper builds in
this regard on previous ICTSD publications which have looked into the TM’s operationalisation process.*
Through a study of the literature, interviews with negotiators and stakeholders, and an analysis of the
submissions on technology in the framework of the Durban Platform, the authors identify elements of
a reinvigorated agenda for action in this field.
The authors argue that the Paris climate agreement should acknowledge the TM’s potential for
supporting and advancing technology transfer and strengthen it, in particular for rapid a and effective
realisation of the nationally determined contributions. They also consider a number of proposals on
technology which have been put forward for inclusion in the Paris agreement such as improved policy
frameworks including particularly, improved Research and Development (R&D) climate cooperation and
strengthened technology networks between countries. The authors argue that the TM’s mandate would
not need to be expanded to accommodate such proposals but what would be necessary is depoliticising
the TEC, so that it functions more as an expert body, and providing stable long-term funding to support
the CTCN possibly through a privileged link to the financial mechanism.
Finally, the authors raise a number of questions which require further reflection. For instance, should
the enhancement of specific innovation capabilities, beyond mere “enabling environments” and
markets be part of the UNFCCC realm? How to measure progress when technology is included in
nationally determined contributions? And, finally, how to facilitate climate action in the face of the
implications at the firm, industrial, and national levels of the emergence of potentially-disruptive new
technologies and industries?

*

Realizing the potential of the UNFCCC Technology Mechanism: Perspectives on the Way Forward; ICTSD Programme
on Innovation, Technology and Intellectual Property, (2012), Issue Paper No. 35; International Centre for Trade and
Sustainable Development, Geneva, Switzerland, www.ictsd.org
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International action and efforts can play an important role in supporting and accelerating the diffusion
of climate change technologies. The Paris climate conference presents an important opportunity to
boost these efforts which should be seized. However, we should also acknowledge that the building
of capabilities and skills for absorption of climate technologies, R&D, innovation and manufacturing in
most developing countries remains a long-term process where the role of national actors and institutions
remains key.
I sincerely hope that you find that this issue paper contributes towards improving our understanding of
the challenges facing international efforts to enhance the development and diffusion of climate change
technologies. I also hope that all stakeholders – governments, international organisations, firms and
NGOs – will find the paper a useful input in the context of deliberations leading to the Paris conference.

Ricardo Meléndez-Ortiz
Chief Executive, ICTSD
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This paper aims to explore ways to help strengthen the climate technology development and
transfer arrangements for an agreement that might emerge from the upcoming 2015 UNFCCC
COP in Paris, and the implementation of any such agreement. Through a study of the literature,
interviews with negotiators and stakeholders, and an analysis of the submissions on technology
in the framework of the Durban Platform, a reinvigorated agenda for action in this field starts to
emerge.
We know from existing scholarly work that effective technology transfer requires the building of
innovation capabilities in developing countries through transfer of both tacit and explicit knowledge
and skills rather than mere technical assistance, but this is a complex task and mostly lacking in
practice. Moreover, efforts on networking between key actors within developing countries and
with counterpart entities in developed countries are essential for allowing actors in innovation
systems to interact fruitfully.
At the same time, strengthening policy and institutional frameworks in order to advance and
support technology development and transfer is important. Although the lion’s share of this
work needs to be undertaken by actors within developing countries, this could be considerably
strengthened through international support. It is therefore clear that at the very least, any Paris
climate agreement should acknowledge the potential of the current UNFCCC mechanism for
supporting and advancing technology transfer, the Technology Mechanism (TM), and strengthen it,
in particular for rapid and effective realisation of the nationally determined contributions.
In addition, parties, in particular developing countries, argue in their submissions that the financial
mechanism needs to support technology transfer, including building long-term capabilities and
skills for R&D, innovation and manufacturing. Specific proposals to strengthen a climate-compatible
technological transition in developing counties include improved R&D cooperation, strengthened
networks and interactions within and between countries, an IPR regime that facilitates access to
climate technologies, and various forms of technology standards. It is noted that the mandate
of the Technology Mechanism does not need to be expanded for this, but it would require
depoliticising the Technology Executive Committee (TEC), so that it functions more as an expert
body, implementing the Technology Mechanism’s mandate more vigorously, and providing stable
funding support to the Climate Technology Centre and Network (CTCN) in particular, possibly
through a privileged link to the financial mechanism.
Although the sources consulted in this study yielded some concrete proposals for a way forward
for technology in the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement, a number of open questions and barriers still
remain. These include the continued questions on whether the enhancement of specific innovation
capabilities, beyond mere “enabling environments” and markets ought to be part of the UNFCCC
realm. Moreover, how to make the finance and technology communities more aware of each other’s
concerns, opportunities and challenges? How to measure progress if technology is included in
nationally determined contributions? And, finally, how to facilitate climate action in the face of the
implications at the firm, industrial, and national levels of the emergence of potentially-disruptive
new technologies and industries? These remain questions which require further deliberation.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH
This paper aims to explore the ways to
help strengthen the climate technology
development and transfer arrangements for
an agreement that might emerge from the
upcoming 2015 UNFCCC COP in Paris, and the
implementation of any such agreement.
The term ‘technology development and
transfer’ (shortened further as ‘technology’
in this paper) refers to the process of
development, transfer, adaptation, and
deployment of technologies to facilitate a
climate-compatible technology transition.
This process is underpinned and supported
by a range of technical and non-technical
activities. Technology is a long-standing
issue in the UN climate change negotiations,
rooted in article 4 of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC, 1992). While there have been some
efforts in this area – such as the Technology
Needs Assessments – it has been contentious
and for years remained in essential deadlock
in the Expert Group on Technology Transfer
(EGTT) and the SBSTA technology transfer
discussions. This changed when in the Bali
Action Plan (2007) technology was recognised
as one of the elements of a post-2012 climate
agreement, leading to the Copenhagen Accord
establishing a Technology Mechanism, which
was formalised in the 16th Conference of
Parties (COP) in the Cancun Agreements in
2010.
Since Cancun, subsequent COPs have
detailed further rules and procedures around
the
Technology
Executive
Committee,
which became the “policy arm” of the
Technology Mechanism and established a new
implementing institution, the CTCN, which is
to provide technology-related assistance on
the demand of developing countries and form
an international network of climate-related
stakeholders. In addition, a new and improved
round of Technology Needs Assessments was
implemented (UNFCCC, 2013).
1

The list of names can be found in Annex 1

The question, however, remains how the UNFCCC
institutions could better help developing
countries identify and fulfil their technology
needs, and become more effective and
comprehensive at supporting climate technology
innovation in those developing countries that
require assistance (Gehl Sampath et al., 2012;
Bhasin et al., 2014). The current regime remains
insufficient to address the huge challenges of
mitigation – transitioning from fossil-based to
low-carbon energy systems and of reducing
global energy consumption – and adaptation,
while maintaining or improving livelihoods and
reducing poverty. Is the limited remit of the
UNFCCC institutions just a budget issue or does
the present design of the Technology Mechanism
limit its ability to meet the enormous climate
technology needs of developing countries?
Through a comprehensive review of the existing
literature, a study of country submissions under
the UNFCCC, semi-structured interviews with
experts, stakeholders and negotiators1 and
various other informal conversations, this paper
aims to shed some light on these issues.
Section 2 of the paper provides a brief
background detailing the essential references
on climate technology development and
transfer. Section 3 introduces the state of the
current UNFCCC technology institutions and
tools. Subsequently, the key issues that seem
to be critical to advancing technology under
the UNFCCC are discussed. Section 4 focuses on
the themes that emerged from the interviews
and the literature concerning technology and
the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement. Section 5
reviews the recent country submissions under
the UNFCCC. In Section 6, the authors step
back and present their perspective on what
they feel are essential aspects of the climate
technology debate going forward that need to
be addressed if the UNFCCC institutions are to
meet the technology expectations of developing
countries. Section 7 is the conclusion. Section 8
outlines an Agenda for Practical Action to carry
forward the suggestions made in this paper.

1
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2. BACKGROUND
Technology as an enabler for development
has received much attention in the existing
literature. Scholars have tirelessly emphasised
that technology is more than just hardware
(e.g., Lall, 1992; Ockwell et al., 2010; Maskus
and Okediji, 2010), and that R&D is more than
academic institutions or innovation in firms
(Leach and Scoones, 2006). Even though in
numerous reports and documents of the UNFCCC,
the World Bank and other institutions (IPCC, 2000;
etc.), this continues to be recognised, in reality,
the rhetoric and operations of programmes
continue treating mere provision of technology
and associated knowledge as a universal fix
(Cherlet, 2014), including in key climate sectors
such as energy and agriculture. Policy changes,
access to services, projects and programmes are
frequently suggested or implemented by donors
or UN organisations with sparse consideration
for the question whether the institutions and
capabilities can accommodate and govern such
well-intended actions.
There is an ongoing debate about the causality
of technology and investment in, for example,
low-carbon technology. While some argue
that investment follows good capabilities
and institutions (e.g., Glachant, 2015;
Dechezleprêtre et al., 2013), others state the
opposite: that with economic development,
investments will follow which leads to more
technology transfer, better institutions and
greater capabilities. The reality may be more
systemic; different functions need to be fulfilled
at the same time and interact, and what works,
depends greatly on the specific circumstances,
meaning that generalisations are difficult to
make (Bergek et al., 2008; Lema and Lema,
2013; Nygaard and Hansen, 2015).

This is illustrated by the juxtaposition of
developed and developing countries in the
literature on innovation. The traditional,
seminal literature sources on technology and
innovation are focussed on developed country
contexts (e.g., Bergek et al., 2008; Lundvall,
1992; North, 1990; Nelson and Winter, 1977).
There is a long-standing consensus in the
literature that this hardly translates to
developing countries: in situations of weak
institutions and low capabilities (or, in the
words of innovation scholars, underdeveloped
innovation systems), the same interventions
are much less likely to generate the desired
outcomes (Lall, 1992; Sagar et al., 2009;
Ockwell et al., 2010). It is clear that national
and international circumstances and a myriad
of contextual factors matter more to the future
of technology in a developing country than the
technological characteristics (Dai and Xue,
2015; Tigabu et al., 2015; Bhasin et al., 2014).
Furthermore, underlying the debates on
technology also is the question of markets
and enabling environments. Haselip et al.
(2015) argue that the discussions on climate
mitigation and technology are shaped by a
rise of “technocratic neoliberal”, pro-market
viewpoints. This had led to an almost exclusive
and barely questioned conviction of many
Parties that markets are the only valid answer to
addressing climate change and possible actions
by the state should receive less emphasis. This
is also observed by Watkins et al. (2015), who
argue that other types of intermediaries, such
as industry associations, may be additional
nodes or focal points for technology transfer
efforts, a discussion started by Smits and
Kuhlmann (2004).
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3. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT EFFORTS
The UNFCCC, cognisant of the central role
that technology plays in reaching its objective,
currently organizes its technology-related efforts
under the Technology Mechanism (TM), which
is an umbrella mechanism established in 2010
at COP16. The objective of the Technology
Mechanism is “to facilitate the implementation
of actions for achieving”:
•

the “objective of enhanced action on
technology development and transfer is to
support action on mitigation and adaptation
in order to achieve the full implementation
of the Convention” (UNFCCC, 2010: para 113)

•

nationally determining technology needs,
based on national circumstances and
priorities (UNFCCC, 2010: para 114), and

•

the objective “to accelerate action consistent
with international obligations, at different
stages of the technology cycle, including
research and development, demonstration,
deployment, diffusion and transfer of
technology” (UNFCCC, 2010: para 115).

The Technology Mechanism is defined as
having two bodies: the Technology Executive

Committee (TEC, which is the policy arm of the
Technology Mechanism) and the CTCN which
is the implementing arm of the Technology
Mechanism.
The TEC comprises of 20 members and has a
broad mandate that includes the facilitation
of “collaboration on the development and
transfer of technologies for mitigation and
adaptation between governments, the private
sector, non-profit organizations and academic
and research communities” and seeks
“cooperation with relevant international
technology initiatives, stakeholders and
organizations” (UNFCCC, 2010: para 121). So
far, the TEC’s main activities include a number
of thematic dialogues that have been closely
orchestrated by the TEC and the UNFCCC
Secretariat, the production of a number of
policy briefs and signalling priority areas to
the COPs. Since its first meeting in September
2011, the TEC has met eleven times (with the
eleventh meeting held in September 2015).
The members are elected by the COP and
reflect a geographical representation, but are
supposed to be technology experts and act in
their personal capacity and not on behalf of
their countries.

3
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Box 1. TEC products to date (based on UNFCCC TT:CLEAR website)
Thematic dialogues and workshops:
•

TEC 10 held an in-session thematic dialogue on distributed renewable energy (March
2015)

•

Workshop on National Systems of Innovation (October 2014)

•

TEC 9 held a thematic dialogue on Climate Technology Financing (August 2014)

•

TEC 7 held an in-session workshop on TNAs (September 2013)

•

TEC 6 held a thematic dialogue on the research, development and demonstration of
environmentally sound technologies (June 2013)

TEC Briefs:
•

Distributed Renewable energy (November 2015)

•

Technologies for adaptation in the agriculture sector (November 2014)

•

Technologies for adaptation in the water sector (November 2014)

•

Results and success factors of TNAs (October 2013)

•

Possible integration of the TNA process with NAMA and NAP processes (October 2013)

•

Using roadmapping to facilitate the planning and implementation of technologies for
mitigation and adaptation (October 2013)

The CTCN’s core objective is to “facilitate
a network of national, regional, sectoral
and
international
technology
networks,
organizations and initiatives” (UNFCCC, 2010:
para 123) that, among other things, responds to
requests made by developing countries through
their National Designated Entities (NDEs), the
focal points in countries of the CTCN.
So far, the focus of the CTCN, which has been
operational since February 2014, is on coaching
NDEs on submission of requests for one-off
activities such as a specific technical assistance
programme, and responding to those requests.
Up till July 2015, the CTCN website lists 21
requests from 11 countries (and two groups of
countries). The requests are roughly equally
distributed between adaptation and mitigation,
and cover various sectors. The vision of the
CTCN in the long term is that it would help
build global, regional and national networks of
relevant actors that can turn to each other for
knowledge, training, experience and capacity
in order to effectively implement climate
technologies.

In addition, the UNFCCC has overseen several
rounds of the production of Technology Needs
Assessments (TNAs). These TNAs, which are
supposed to be generated through inclusive
stakeholder-led processes with the assistance
of accurate information, data and decisionmaking tools, aim to identify technology
options, but also prioritise them (UNDP, 2010).
TNAs can become very elaborate and detailed
documents. The TNA process is intended to
result in technology action plans, strategies
and programmes within the countries, but it
is unclear whether so far they have seen much
follow-up.
Less specifically on technology, various UNFCCC
instruments affect technology transfer, such
as the CDM, of which some claim a sizeable
share of projects has contributed to technology
transfer (Murphy et al., 2013) or even
accumulation of technological capabilities
(Lema and Lema, 2013). In addition, sectorbased Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions
(NAMAs) or National Adaptation Plans (NAPs)
may contribute, although this has not been
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researched. But perhaps the major UNFCCC
instrument that will have a bearing on the
Technology Mechanism (and other technologyrelated activities) is the Financial Mechanism,
as will be discussed later.
Outside of the UNFCCC, an enormous range
of efforts in countries, by international
organisations and in bilateral cooperation
contribute to one or more of the elements
of low-carbon or climate-resilient technology
transition in developing countries. Hultman
et al. (2013) and Ockwell et al. (2014) discuss
overviews from various perspectives and
Coninck and Puig (2015) review initiatives
such as the World Bank/infoDev’s Climate

Innovation
Centres,
the
UNEP/UNIDO’s
National Cleaner Production Centres and
numerous bilateral efforts to evaluate which
functions in developing countries’ innovation
systems are covered. One key conclusion
is that while effective technology transfer
requires the building of innovation capabilities
in developing countries through transfer of
associated and tacit knowledge as well as
explicit knowledge rather than mere technical
assistance, this is mostly lacking in practice.
In addition, the studies note that efforts on
networking in developing countries act as
the “mortar” of the actors and functions of
innovation systems and could be strengthened
through international efforts.

5
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4. ISSUES AROUND TECHNOLOGY IN THE 2015 PARIS CLIMATE
AGREEMENT
This section will discuss, based on commonalities
and differences highlighted by technology and
finance experts in semi-structured interviews
and our own analysis, several salient issues
that provide a basis for further discussion on
technology in the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement.
From the interviews, it is clear that a Paris
climate agreement ought to make a reference
to the Technology Mechanism, both to allow
for an acceptable agreement, and for providing
and coordinating technology- and capabilityrelated necessities for the eventual realisation
of nationally determined contributions.
4.1 Differentiated Perspectives
on Technology
“Technology transfer” is defined by the 2000
IPCC Special Report on the issue as “a broad set
of processes covering the flows of know-how,
experience and equipment for mitigating and
adapting to climate change amongst different
stakeholders such as governments, private
sector entities, financial institutions, NGOs and
research/education institutions. It comprises
the process of learning to understand, utilize,
and replicate the technology, including
the capacity to choose it, adapt it to local
conditions, and integrate it with indigenous
technologies” (IPCC, 2000). In the UNFCCC,
this broad definition of technology transfer is
widely accepted but not embraced uniformly
in practice, which impacts the appropriateness
of technology development and transfer
responses (Nygaard and Hansen, 2015).
The interviewees interpret this reading of
technology transfer to explicitly include human
capabilities and capacity, including capabilities
for
repair,
maintenance,
adaptation,
localisation and innovation of the hardware
and the “orgware” that is being transferred.
However, although all interviewees were clear
about this, they also indicated that others,
including many Parties, fail to see technology
transfer in the same way. In particular, Annex-I
countries are perceived to consider technology

transfer mostly as the exclusive sale of
technology hardware, possibly accompanied
by some basic operational skills, to other
countries. This is not unique to the UNFCCC:
similar difficulties have arisen in the context of
the TRIPS Agreement (Moon, 2011).
This implicit or perceived disagreement on what
constitutes technology transfer – and hence
what are the technology-related obligations
under the UNFCCC – might be at the heart of
some of the contentiousness around technology
institutions in the UNFCCC. This difference in
perspectives seems to be particularly stark
between those countries at the “receiving
end” and those at the “sharing” of technology
transfer – most commonly, between developing
and developed countries. For example, there
is substantial work highlighting that the
successful uptake of technologies requires a
range of local capabilities (see, for example,
Lall, 1992; Ockwell, 2009; Watson, 2010;
Sagar et al., 2009) which has implications for
effectiveness of efforts to assist developing
countries
deploy
climate-compatible
technology (Sagar and BNEF 2010). Therefore,
the building of these capabilities is seen as an
important issue in developing countries but it
does not necessarily receive the same level of
attention in developed countries. This could be
one of the more implicit manifestations of the
persistent division between Annex-I and nonAnnex I countries, often colloquially called “the
firewall” in the climate negotiations, as it leads
to very different views on what is a feasible and
fair way forward in the technology discussions.
4.2 Specific Areas of Focus
for the Technology Mechanism
The interviews revealed remarkable agreement
on where priorities of technology cooperation
in the UNFCCC instruments should be. Although
acknowledging that the TM is a step in the right
direction, all interviewees were in agreement
that
cooperation
on
strengthening
of
innovation capabilities in developing countries,
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through activities such as cooperative R&D,
needs to become a prominent action item of
the Technology Mechanism. Some proposed
concrete ideas on what such cooperation could
look like, based on the needs of the institutions
they work in themselves. In addition, some
mentioned other aspects that could be included,
but that were not mentioned or supported by
all interviewees. Specific ideas include:

strengthening capabilities of local actors,
could be improved through many measures,
but cooperation in an appropriate field is
considered most effective. The Climate
Technology Network (CTN) as part of the
CTCN remains weak and there is lack of a
vision of what a fully functioning CTN would
eventually look like.
•

•

R&D cooperation: It is thought that
twinning, larger research programmes and
long-term collaborations, including southsouth cooperation, can greatly help with
the building of much-needed innovation
capabilities in developing countries.
Currently, though, such collaborations are
extremely limited (Ockwell et al., 2014),
although there are some examples such as
the Indo-US Joint Clean Energy R&D Centre.
Firms are often disinclined to invest in
cooperative R&D, for risks associated with
early-stage R&D, and for competitiveness
reasons in R&D for commercial applications.
Therefore, the reluctance of donor agencies
and the financial mechanism of the UNFCCC
to fund high-risk R&D needs to be resolved
in order to make this happen. The need
for mitigation funding generally to have
a certain outcome, such as measurable
emission reductions, presents a barrier
to these type of initiatives that have an
uncertain outcome.

•

Technology standards: The TEC or the CTCN
could collaborate with other institutions
to work on the development of (voluntary)
standards for technology. These could
include quality standards, preventing the
sales or dumping of low-quality goods in
developing country markets, as well as
carbon or energy efficiency of vehicles,
appliances or installations.

•

Strengthening networks: Although building
a global network of knowledgeable and
skilled organisations and individuals
is a core objective of the CTCN, it so
far has given priority to responding
to requests from developing-country
Parties. Networking, including focused on

A climate-friendly Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR) regime: IPR, a long-standing
and particularly contentious issue in the
negotiations and in TEC meetings, was
mentioned by several of the interviewees.
Those who mentioned IPR in interviews
acknowledged that IPR is primarily a
positive force for innovation in climatefriendly technologies, but might in specific
cases be a barrier to technology transfer.
They recommend that any international
effort related to the existing IPR regime
(nationally or internationally) should be
tailored to address climate technology
needs of developing countries without
undercutting the broader role that IPRs
might have in providing incentives to
innovators and disseminating information
and knowledge. The TEC, in its key messages
to COP-18 in Doha (2012) noted that ”IPRs
were identified as an area for which more
clarity would be needed on their role in
the development and transfer of climate
technologies, based upon evidence on a
case-by-case basis” (TEC, 2012).

It is considered that for most these actions,
the TM’s mandate would not have to change.
However, both the TEC and the CTCN would
need to take greater initiative in these
areas and actively pursue possibilities to find
adequate funding for relevant activities.
4.3 Institutional Functioning of the
Technology Mechanism
All the interviewees felt that the TM is a
necessary and useful entity that needs continued
acknowledgement in the 2015 Paris climate
agreement. However, they almost unanimously
felt that more could and should be done for the
TM to live up to its potential and expectations.
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The mandate is generally thought to be broad
and extensive enough, but the current level of
implementation, and in particular the funding
situation, is seen as insufficient.
Part of the explanation might be that the TM
is still relatively young: the CTCN truly started
operations only in early 2014, about a year
before our interviews. However, expectations
that the TEC and CTCN would be able to fully
fulfil their mandates and make an impact were
relatively low for two reasons: the perception
that the TEC is more of a negotiation body
than a committee for technological and policy
prioritization and advice, and the lack of
coordination between the TM and the financial
mechanism. These comments are discussed in
more detail below.
Although the TM’s mandate seems to be
sufficient, the question is whether the
institutional design of the CTCN and the TEC
are set up to reach the full potential of its
mandate.
4.3.1. Negotiations continue in the TEC
While the TEC is mandated to be an expert,
executive body that develops policy and
technological advice on issues related to
technology
development
and
transfer,
interviewees consistently indicated that
the body is overly political and suffers from
being a veritable extension of the UN climate
change negotiations. This means that the
traditional divide between developed and
developing countries plays a dominant role in
its deliberations.
This is thought by some to hamper progress,
although others emphasise that it is unavoidable.
Practitioners and experts who are also TEC
members either have been negotiators, or
sooner or later are likely to become involved
in the negotiations. Several TEC members even
are full-time civil servants and negotiators, both
on the developed- and the developing-country
side. One stakeholder stated that developed
and developing countries both contribute to
politicising the TEC by nominating negotiators
as TEC members.

Why is this problematic? The problem can be
observed in the practical reality of the TEC, for
instance when discussing the work programme.
Parties that were initially opposed to a certain
specific task of the TEC but agreed to it in a
COP decision as part of a negotiation package
may be able to slow down or even stop its
implementation in the context of the TEC
through their TEC member.
In this way, the TEC is unlikely to go beyond what
the least ambitious Party is ready to support,
even though the agreed mandate leaves room
and even calls for operation beyond the lowest
common denominator.
4.3.2. Coordination between Technology
Mechanism and financial mechanism
In August 2014, the Technology Executive
Committee held a thematic dialogue and made
recommendations on the linkages between
the Technology Mechanism and the financial
mechanisms of the UNFCCC, in particular the
Global Environment Facility (GEF) and the
Green Climate Fund (GCF) (UNFCCC, 2014).
This recommendation included the suggestion
that the Standing Committee on Finance,
the GEF and the GCF could benefit from the
experience of the TEC with how activities could
be financed that have a long-lasting impact on
the capabilities and institutions in developing
countries, in addition to leading to measurable
mitigation and adaption. The issue was discussed
during COP20 in Lima in December 2014, but no
conclusion could be reached.
Our interviews show a broad agreement that
there indeed needs to be a solid and robust
link between the Technology Mechanism and
financial instruments and institutions. This has
two perspectives. First, in order to make a
difference, the CTCN in particular needs larger
budgets than it currently can access based on
earmarked donations from a limited number of
willing developed countries. Second, in order
to utilize climate finance to truly enable an
effective and sustainable climate technology
transition in developing countries, the GCF
and other institutions need to engage in more
than just financing hardware and pay particular
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attention to supporting activities that will allow
domestic capabilities to be built in developing
countries. Currently, the GCF does not seem to
consider such aspects.
4.4. Indicators and INDCs on Technology
A small number of interviewees indicated that
an interesting area of exploration might be
whether in the Intended Nationally Determined
Contributions (INDCs), elements on technology
could be included. This then would raise the
question what such contributions would look
like. Obvious indicators, such as investments in
climate technology RD&D, could be included,
or a target for such investments could be set.
Although a step
largely ignore
systems that go
investment. Much

forward, this
functions in
beyond just
more needs to

would still
innovation
means for
be done in

terms of building capabilities and competent
institutions, education systems, productive
and innovative industries and firms, and
effective bureaucracies with a collaborative
attitude. Would it be possible to include
indicators around capability building? Or
include a target on a number of international
R&D collaborations with research institutions
in a specific developing country in key sectors
as identified in the TNA of that country?
In addition, could targets be set around
technology implementation in a country and
local content requirements? Some literature
suggests that problems emerge around
such policies in the absence of an existing
institutional, knowledge and entrepreneurial
fundament in a country (Rennkamp and Boyd,
2015). The obvious conclusion is that enabling
and enhancing such capabilities in a country
needs to be part of an INDC around technology.
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5. CURRENT THEMES AND PROPOSALS AROUND TECHNOLOGY
There are a number of themes and proposals
regarding technology that appear in recent Party
submissions and the current draft negotiation
text of the ADP, and that are also consistent with
the views expressed in many of the interviews.
Not surprisingly, perhaps, an overwhelming
fraction of the technology-related submissions
come from developing countries, given their
concern about implementing their national
determined contributions and the relative lack
of concrete action on means of implementation
(MOI). The July 2015 ADP draft negotiation
text contained two options for the Technology
Mechanism in general: either strengthening it
through, e.g., establishing linkages with the
Financial Mechanism, enhancing the role of the
private sector and provisions for accounting, or
not strengthening the Technology Mechanism
at all.
Accordingly, most of the submissions are
fundamentally aiming to ensure that developing
countries have access to adequate and
dependable means of implementation to help
them achieve their INDCs and that all Annex-II
countries are contributing a fair share. Many
of the proposals in the ADP negotiation text
also mention these aspects. The following is a
synthesis of these proposals:
1. Just as there is an expectation of
commitments
on
mitigation,
there
should also be commitments on means of
implementation – finance, technology, and
capacity building – which are also a part of
the obligations of industrialized countries
under the UNFCCC. Furthermore, it has
been suggested that these should be
of a similar (legally-binding) nature as
mitigation commitments. Concretely, a
“global goal on technology development
and transfer”, consistent with the 1.5 or
2°C temperature rise limit, is suggested
in the ADP text, without providing details
about what such a global goal could look
like.

As a counterpoint, there is also an
opposing view by some Parties that means
of implementation (MOI) should not be
seen as a legal obligation or an obligation
to be included in INDCs. It is suggested
that COP decisions are a better venue for
prescribing the MOI.
2. MOI commitments should represent a
fair effort relying on a principle-based
reference framework. This emerges from
both the submissions and the ADP draft
negotiation text. Furthermore, in order to
achieve their objectives (and in accordance
with the UNFCCC), MOI must represent
new, additional, adequate, predictable and
accessible financial resources, including for
the transfer of technology, by developed
country Parties. While additionality and
adequacy traditionally have received much
attention in the discussions regarding MOI,
the notion of predictability in the means
of implementation is also of significance
since it is necessary for appropriate longterm planning on mitigation and adaptation
action by developing-country Parties as
well as by facilitating actors.
Accordingly, relevant roadmap and targets
regarding support for MOI should be outlined
by Annex-II Parties. This might include
quantified goals for finance and technology.
3. In order to enhance transparency and
comparability, the relevant information
could be communicated through a
standardized format (for example, using the
common tabular format developed under
the Bali Action Plan). The use of common
accounting rules as well as common
currency for commitments on finance and
technology support by Annex-II Parties
would also help in enhancing comparability
of effort. Entry of this information in an
online registry of INDCs related to finance,
technology and capacity building has also
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been suggested as a way of making the
information more easily available (and
presumably also providing an incentive for
Parties to undertake appropriate actions
on MOI, which such information-based
disclosures can facilitate).
Such steps also will help address the issue of
transparency of support, (complementing
the mandate of the transparency of action)
given the attention in the Durban platform
and other venues. In fact, some Parties have
gone so far as to suggest explicit MRV of the
provision of financing and technology from
Annex-II Parties so as to motivate Parties
to follow through on their commitment and
enhance comparability.
4. Most Parties seem to agree that existing
institutional frameworks, such as GCF,
should be used for implementation of
agreements on means of implementation.
However, language in the negotiating text
on this issue is still square-bracketed,
and negotiations on linking the Financial
Mechanism and the Technology Mechanism
did not reach agreement at COP20 in Lima.
5. The level of developing country mitigation
efforts should be contingent on adequate
and measurable finance, technology and
capacity building support from Annex II
countries. Developing country parties
should clarify the extent to which the
implementation of INDCs is dependent
upon the provision of financial resources,
technology transfer and capacity building.
They may also list different scenarios or
levels of action based on the level of AnnexII Parties’ support (for example, “no/low/
medium/high levels”).

6. There are also a number of explicit
suggestions regarding actions to advance
technology development and transfer in the
submissions as well as the draft negotiation
text. These are of three categories:
a. Enhancing
access
to
technology
through an international mechanism
on IPR; buying specific technologies
(or licenses) and then making them
available
at
concessional
terms
to developing countries or other
international agencies; not asserting
patent rights for the use of specific
technologies for specific outcomes in
specific countries; and domestic policy
commitments by developed countries
to leverage support from their private
sector firms.
b. Strengthening technology research,
development,
demonstration
and
deployment (RDD&D) for climate
technologies through greater support
for RDD&D; engaging in cooperative
RD&D; establishing a technology transfer
facility that could help accelerate the
translation of research to early stage
technologies; and provision of technical
support for development of endogenous
technologies as well as deployment and
diffusion of technologies.
c. Supporting
capacity
building
in
developing
countries
through
skills training for planning and
implementation; technical capabilities
for technology development and
deployment;
domestic
institution
building; and strengthening the National
Systems of Innovation.
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6. OPEN QUESTIONS
The literature, interviews and submissions
have yielded a number of concrete points
and proposals. However, in addition to the
clear areas of agreement, a number of open
questions emerges, implicitly or explicitly, that
could be considered for further discussion.
Four issues are reviewed here.
6.1 Capabilities and Institutions: Enabling
Environments are Not Enough
It is clear that suitable enabling environments
are absolutely critical for the successful
development, transfer, adaptation, and
deployment of climate technologies. Yet
scholarly work as well as conversations with
experts and practitioners makes it abundantly
clear that the development of local capabilities
and institutions to guide, manage and
support this process is no less critical. This is
particularly urgent and important for LeastDeveloped Countries.
Yet the development of such capabilities and
institutions is not an easy task, and even less so
as to how international efforts might dovetail
with local efforts for such a goal. In fact, the
international development literature is replete
with examples of unsuccessful capacitybuilding initiatives. Thus, there is still much to
be done in understanding how such capacity
may be developed in developing countries.
South-South cooperation, especially in sharing
of experiences, may be particularly relevant.
While such cooperation has been increasing in
recent years, much more can be done to fully
harness its potential. (UNCTAD 2012).
This notion of building local capabilities and
institutions, in some sense, is a key element
if the TM is to be effective in fulfilling its
objectives. But this places a huge burden on
the TEC as well as the CTCN, in some sense,
since these institutions and capabilities have to
reflect the local context and also be responsive
to local needs and conditions. That means
that the programs of the TM that are guided

by the TEC and designed and operationalized
by the CTCN must be tailored to the context
of individual developing countries. That is a
major task of any operational entity. Meeting
this challenge still remains a major concern for
the TM.
6.2. How to Make Technology
Actors Think About Finance
While there is a clear recognition of the
importance of finance in facilitating technology
development and transfer, the finer nuances of
financial aspects relating to the deployment and
diffusion of climate technologies don’t seem to
receive as much attention in the climate domain.
Much of the discussion, in fact, is focused on
quantity of finance rather than the structure of
finance. While the former is clearly important,
given that there is very limited climate finance
available to developing countries (especially
smaller countries which are overlooked by the
large-scale financiers) and specific and riskier
technology-related endeavours, the latter does
require further attention.
For example, an important question pertains
to the derisking of new technologies to make
them attractive to private investors. This
involves not only mitigating technical risk
but also other forms of risk – for example,
country political risk, local currency risk,
and institutional risk – that investors consider
routinely when making investments in
developing countries. In many cases, in fact,
developing countries may not even have the
domestic capital markets that can absorb the
large amounts of climate finance that might
flow in, or have the domestic fund-raising
capabilities (through bond markets, for
example) to appropriately complement and
leverage the international funds. What might
the regulatory infrastructure need to look like
in order to facilitate the flow of green credit?
These kinds of issues and questions need to
be examined in detail, best practices shared
and creative solutions explored.
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6.3. How to Measure Progress on Technology?
There is a profusion of activities and programmes on climate technology by bilateral aid
agencies, multilateral and intergovernmental
organizations, and by the private sector. In this
melange of efforts, how can progress on the
technology front under the UNFCCC be measured?
This seems to be a key question for multiple
reasons. First, given the variety of efforts by
country Parties, especially the Annex-II Parties
that have an obligation under the UNFCCC to
support technology development and transfer,
how does one assess the efforts by various
countries in a manner that is comparable, and
subsequently how can an assessment be made in
terms of adequacy, which by definition, has to
be in relation to meeting the objectives of the
UNFCCC. Second, should this assessment be in
terms of financial and other resources provided
or should it be in terms of outcomes achieved in
terms of reduction of greenhouse gas emissions,
establishment of adaptation efforts, or building
of capacity? These are relatively open questions
that will require further consideration as the
UNFCCC moves forward in the technology arena.
6.4. Concerns Over the Emergence of
Potentially-Disruptive New Technologies
and Industries
The recent rise of China’s manufacturing
base in clean energy technology, which was
a consequence of the careful design and
continuous investment in its national innovation
system, including in innovation capabilities,
capable institutions and RD&D (Gallagher,
2014), as well as the rise of several sectors in
China and other emerging economies (Watson
et al., 2010; Chaudhary et al., 2015) have
shown that the current owners of technology
will not maintain their first-mover advantage
forever, and will face competition in innovative
technology sooner or later.

This is seen as a threat by policymakers in
Annex-II countries wishing to maintain high
living standards and continuously creating
local jobs. Creating one’s own competitors
in climate technology areas in which AnnexII countries themselves have been investing
significant public money to generate muchneeded employment could therefore be seen
as a barrier to further technology cooperation,
in particular to investment in innovation
capabilities in developing countries. The
“market formation-only” strategy promoted
by some developed countries in the TEC and
more broadly in the negotiations, and the
reluctance to discuss IPR issues, could also be
seen as symptoms of these concerns. It should
be noted that these kinds of tensions are not
only between Annex-II and major emerging
economies but also, for example, between
established firms (such as fossil-only players)
and emerging firms in the renewable space.
One may argue that the technological
dominance of some of the established
players will peter out in any case, and that
investment in capabilities and institutions
around climate technologies at least may
lead to a lower-carbon and more climateresilient development path in developing
countries and industries. After all, the
rise of the manufacturing sector in China
has been implemented mostly due to its
own investments, legitimate acquisition
and licencing from developed countries,
optimised for economic development rather
than protection of the environment. Although
licencing was done in collaboration with
firms from industrialised countries, this
development was not financially supported by
developed countries. A different orientation
might have led to a less carbon-intensive
pathway. This issue presents a dilemma
that manifests itself in the UN climate
negotiations.
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7. CONCLUSION
This paper addressed the question of what themes
and issue relating to technology development
and transfer that need to be considered in the
envisioned Paris agreement of December 2015
in order to allow UN climate institutions to make
a positive and significant impact on the global
climate-compatible technology transition.
Our research indicates that the Paris agreement
should continue recognising and supporting the
existing Technology Mechanism, and that the
scope of the Technology Mechanism’s mandate
would not have to be extended. However,
the Paris climate agreement could emphasise
certain key aspects related to:
•

•

Strengthening the Technology Mechanism’s
activities in the field of R&D cooperation,
technology standards and a more climate
friendly IPR regime as well as truly
strengthening the global network of
institutions working on climate technology
in different phases of the technology cycle
with a particular focus on Least- Developed
Countries and adaptation technologies. These
recommendations are roughly consistent
with the findings of earlier sources on gaps in
the climate technology arena.
Strengthening the links between the
Technology Mechanism and the Financial
Mechanism, but in a finance-smart way
that takes into account the specificities

of technology matters as well as finance
matters.
•

Including technology-related activities
in INDCs and developing indicators for
measuring the progress on technology as a
means of implementation.

•

Depoliticising the TEC so that it emphasises
independent technical and policy expert
guidance responding to real world
questions. This expert guidance could focus
on what is needed in the policy domain
to help the Technology Mechanism more
effectively meet its mandate of facilitating
technology development and transfer to
support developing countries in meeting
their mitigation and adaptation objectives.

Potentially an independent review of the
Technology
Mechanism
might
provide
additional useful insights and a validation of
the findings of this study. It is recommended
that these aspects, and potentially others
that might be revealed if a review of the
Technology Mechanism would be conducted,
are given serious consideration in the run-up
to the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement so that
the mechanisms related to technology in the
UNFCCC can reach their full potential, and the
implementation of emission reductions that
enable the two degree target to stay within
reach is not put in further danger.
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8. AN AGENDA FOR PRACTICAL ACTION
The discussion in this paper points towards a
number of concrete actions that potentially
could be included in a 2015 Paris agreement
on climate change relating to technology, and
in support of implementing the agreement’s
provisions.
First, the agreement should reflect that it
welcomes and appreciates the constructive
role the Technology Mechanism can play, but
also that its operations and funding situation
needs to be enhanced.

e)

Third, the CTCN could be requested to:
a)

Develop a practical and ambitious vision
and work plan for the Climate Technology
Network, with the objective of building
innovation and strategic capabilities in all
developing countries, but in particular in
LDCs, in a collaborative spirit;

b)

Develop a programme for R&D collaboration
in climate technologies for longer-term,
deep emission reductions that aims at
(tacit) knowledge transfer and cooperation;

c)

Develop good practices for technology
and innovation system operations and
governance of national and technology
innovation systems.

Second, the design of the TEC needs to
effectively help it to:
a)

b)

Develop itself into a body that assesses
options and pathways to enhance
technology transfer and gives concrete
policy advice;
Conduct a review and reality check of the
INDCs from the perspective of technology
development and transfer arrangements,
and provide recommendations of actions
that can contribute to the feasibility of
INDCs;

c)

Develop indicators for technology action,
measuring progress in low-carbon and
adaptation innovation systems, in an
internationally comparable way and taking
into account CBDRRC;

d)

Identify specific and substantial actions,
including international support, for
strengthening such innovation systems;

Engage private sector, civil society and
research communities in working groups
that lead to widespread, voluntary or
eventually enforced, climate-resilience
product standards that contribute to
mitigation (through carbon or efficiency
standards) and adaptation (through climate
resilience standards).

Finally, the GCF should be requested to develop,
in collaboration with the institutions in the
Technology Mechanism, a concrete vision of
how its finance efforts are going to contribute
towards a transformative change and the
capabilities and institutions required for that
change to occur, and explore a stronger and
financial link with the Technology Mechanism,
in particular the CTCN.
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